We describe two different bootstrap methods applied to the detection of a minimum spanning tree obtained from a set of multivariate variables. We show that two different bootstrap procedures provide partly distinct information that can be highly informative about the investigated complex system. Our case study, based on the investigation of daily returns of a portfolio of stocks traded in the US equity markets, shows the degree of robustness and completeness of the information extracted with popular information filtering methods such as the minimum spanning tree and the planar maximally filtered graph. The first method performs a "row bootstrap" whereas the second method performs a "pair bootstrap". We show that the parallel use of the two methods is suggested especially for complex systems presenting both a nested hierarchical organization together with the presence of global feedback channels.
Introduction
Multivariate time series or, more generally, multivariate variables are today common in many research areas. Examples are finance, biology, cognitive sci-ences, medical sciences, economics, physics, social sciences, etc. In all these research areas is of crucial importance to perform dimensionality reduction, information filtering and visualization of the most relevant information. Many methods have been proposed to perform information filtering from multivariate variables. Examples are dimensionality reduction and information filtering based on principal component analysis, random matrix theory, hierarchical clustering, topological constraints on networks, and statistical validation in network construction.
A simple successful method of information filtering is the extraction of a minimum (or maximum) spanning tree from multivariate variables [1] . Since 1999, many alternative approaches to the minimum spanning tree have been proposed.
Hereafter, we briefly cite only a limited set of alternatives. One of the first alternatives was the one discussed in [2] where a network is built starting from a correlation matrix by inserting links between two nodes when their correlation coefficient is above a given threshold. Other examples consider the clustering procedure achieved by considering Potts super-paramagnetic transitions [3] or maximum likelihood procedure [4, 5] , where authors define the likelihood by using a one-factor model. An unsupervised and deterministic clustering procedure, labeled as directed bubble hierarchical tree, was proposed in [6] . In spite of the existence of many potential alternatives, the minimum spanning tree (MST) [1] has been detected and investigated in a large variety of complex systems [7, 8] due to its simplicity and effectiveness.
Many complex systems present at least part of their structure that is hierarchically nested [9] . For this reason, different regions of the associated minimum spanning tree are affected to a different degree from the unavoidable uncertainty associated with the empirical estimation of the similarity (or dissimilarity) measure used to perform the information filtering. In ref. [10] , authors investigated the reliability of links of a MST by performing bootstrap replicas of the correlation matrix of a portfolio of stocks when this matrix was used as a similarity matrix. Bootstrap [11] is a sampling with replacement procedure widely used in non parametric statistical tests.
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In this paper, we investigate two different methods of performing bootstrap replicas of a correlation matrix and we show that the chosen method impacts the information extracted by the MST. The first method is a bootstrap procedure where each time information about the entire system is sampled for all elements (we address this bootstrap sampling procedure as "row bootstrap").
In the second method the bootstrap estimation of the correlation of a pair of elements is done independently for each pair (we address this bootstrap sampling procedure as "pair bootstrap"). Our investigation shows that for both cases the filtering of the minimum spanning tree is quite robust with respect to inaccuracies or intrinsic limitations in the estimation of the correlation and that the additional information that can be obtained from the bootstrap analysis is in agreement with the hypothesis that the planar maximally filtered graph [12] includes the most statistically robust information that cannot be present in the minimum spanning tree due to the constraints associated with its tree nature.
Our investigation of a portfolio of stock returns also shows that "pair bootstrap"
and "row bootstrap" highlight different type of information and that making stocks' partitions by using MST "pair bootstrap" is systematically performing better than "row bootstrap" in a classification of stocks done in terms of the economic sectors and economic subsectors of the investigated companies.
The article is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we describe the two distinct bootstrap procedures we use. In Sect. 3 we present a case study performed by considering a multivariate set of return of 300 stocks traded in a financial market.
Sect. 4 compares the natural partitions of the graph components obtained by using different values of the bootstrap threshold with partitions obtained using experts' classification and in Sect. 5 we draw our conclusions.
Bootstrap procedures of multivariate variables
Multivariate variables monitor a complex system by describing the n elements of the systems with k attributes for each of them. In the present work we will apply our method to a system of n stocks each one characterized by T daily is obtained. Starting from the bootstrap replica of the data the correlation matrix is then computed. In the bottom panel we illustrate the"pair bootstrap".
In this case the estimation of the correlation coefficient is done for each pair independently. In fact, for each pair of elements i and j synchronous records are sampled with replacement and the correlation coefficient ρ(i, j) is computed.
The procedure is repeated for all pairs and the correlation matrix is obtained.
It is worth noting that method one provides a well defined correlation matrix, i.e. a positive definite correlation matrix, by construction whereas the second method does not guarantee that the replica correlation matrix is positive definite due to statistical fluctuations in the estimation of the correlation coefficients.
We have verified that the correlation matrix obtained by "pair bootstrap" has associated an eigenvalue spectrum presenting some negative eigenvalues (see Fig   2 for an example of the eigenvalue spectrum of a correlation matrix obtained with the second method of bootstrap). In case the positive definite property of the correlation matrix is strictly required, this limitation can be overcomed by performing a shrinkage to some model correlation matrix. 
Case study
In the present section we present the results of our investigation of the MSTs obtained by performing 1,000 bootstrap replicas of the data described in Sec. 2 with both the "row bootstrap" and the "pair bootstrap" method. For both methods, we compute 1,000 bootstrap replicas of the correlation matrix of stock returns and for each replica we estimate the corresponding MST. For each MST we consider the links that are present in the different bootstrap replicas.
The "row bootstrap" method detects 3357 links (out of 44850 possible distinct links) that are observed in the bootstrap replicas at least once. We address as bootstrap value the number of time that a specific link is present in the 1,000 bootstrap replicas. For the "row bootstrap" method we detect a histogram of bootstrap value of links that is ranging from 1 to 1,000. The same interval of bootstrap value is also observed for the "pair bootstrap" method that detects 11138 links (out of 44850 possible distinct links). In Fig. 3 we show the histogram of the number of links with a given bootstrap value both for the "row bootstrap" method and for the "pair bootstrap" method. The figure shows When we use a high value of the bootstrap threshold we select an information which is highly stable with respect to sampling the real data with replacement but this information can cover only part of the investigated system. Fig. 4 summarizes the information concerning the number of nodes and links observed in the networks obtained by selecting links that are characterized by a bootstrap value higher than the bootstrap threshold. The figure shows that "row bootstrap" method (black symbols) and "pair bootstrap" method (red symbols) are selecting networks with a different number of nodes and a different num- Fig. 4 also shows that the number of links of the selected networks is less than the number of links expected for the MST (which is n − 1 = 299) for a bootstrap value higher than ≈ 350 for "row bootstrap" and higher than ≈ 250 for "pair bootstrap" indicating that the MST filtering is quite robust in selecting links which are highly stable with respect to bootstrap validation. In fact, only when the bootstrap threshold assumes relatively low values a number of links significantly higher than n − 1 is observed and indeed this number never exceeds values higher than 4n. One direct extension of the MST is the planar maximally filtered graph (PMFG) obtained starting from a proximity (similarity or dissimilarity) measure by imposing a topological constraint on the surface embedding the network [12] . The PMFG always includes the MST but has more links and also includes cliques of 3 and 4 nodes.
In Table 1 we report the number of 3-cliques observed in the networks obtained with the two bootstrap methods of "row bootstrap" (RB) and "pair bootstrap" (PB). The networks are always trees for bootstrap values higher or equal to 550. The first 3-clique is observed for a bootstrap threshold equal to 500. Starting from this value, the number of 3-cliques increases by decreasing the bootstrap threshold. It is worth noting that for values of the bootstrap threshold higher or equal to 150 more than 80% of these 3-cliques are included in the PMFG of original data. This observation support the conclusion that PMFG includes links that are highly informative but that cannot be included in the MST due to the severe topological constraint requiring this network to be a tree. We have no theoretical or numerical arguments to set a specific value of the bootstrap threshold. However, the analysis of the results presented so far suggests that a bootstrap threshold higher or equal to 150 is highly reliable and informative for this system.
Comparison of obtained partitions with an experts' classification
The networks obtained with the two bootstrap methods at different values of the bootstrap threshold are typically presenting several disconnected components. This characteristic is very pronounced for high values of the bootstrap threshold and it progressively disappears by decreasing the bootstrap threshold.
To assess the relative degree of informativeness of the two bootstrap methods when describing a subset of the investigated system we have compared the partitioning observed in the obtained networks with a classification of the stocks done by experts. Specifically, we measure the adjusted Rand index (ARI) [13] between the partition observed in a network characterized by a given bootstrap threshold and involving a given number of (non isolated) nodes with the partition produced by financial experts classifying each stock in terms of an economic sector and of an economic subsector.
The results of this comparison are summarized in Fig. 6 where we show the ARI and the adjusted Wallace index (AWI) between the partitions observed in the networks obtained with bootstrap methods at different bootstrap thresholds (indicated in the figure as numbers near a specific point) and the partitions obtained from experts' classification at the level of economic sector (left panels) and economic sub sectors (right panels). When two memberships are compared pairwise the precision in observing a pair in the same partition is usually addressed as one of the Wallace indices [14] . Ref. [15] has generalized the Wallace index to obtain an adjusted index varying between −∞ and one. It assumes a zero value when the test partition is included into the reference partition not better than in a random case. A high value of the AWI indicates a high precision in classifying pairs of nodes that are belonging to the same community as By performing a statistical test assuming as a null hypothesis that links presenting "row" bootstrap value r bv larger than the "pair" bootstrap value p bv are randomly distributed with respect to the two binary states characterized by (0) same economic sector of the two nodes linked, and (1) different economic sector of the two nodes linked. Our statistical test shows that the null hypothesis is rejected and that links characterized by the condition r bv > p bv are preferentially having nodes belonging to different economic sector while the opposite is true when the condition p bv > r bv holds. In other words, the "row bootstrap" put emphasis on those time records with market events affecting a large set of stocks whereas the "pair bootstrap" is more sensitive to the comovements of the pair of stocks that are distributed in many records and not necessarily affecting synchronously a large number of stocks.
Conclusions
In this paper we show that two different bootstrap procedures provide information about a set of multivariate variables that can be highly informative with respect to the information present in the proximity (in our case a distance obtained starting from a correlation measure) matrix and to the robustness and completeness of the information extracted with popular information filtering methods such as the MST and the PMFG. The first method performs a "row bootstrap" whereas the second method performs a "pair bootstrap". The first method provides bootstrap replicas of the data associated with a positive definite correlation matrix whereas the second one cannot guarantee this property but provides networks where information about the pair interaction is obtained without relying implicitly on the impact of records that are affecting globally the system. The "row bootstrap" method is faster than the "pair bootstrap" method but the two methods are not carrying the same information. For this reason, especially for complex systems presenting both a nested hierarchical organization together with the presence of global feedback channels it might be informative to perform both methods and evaluate the different type of information that can be extracted by each of them.
